
 

 

HAMMERFEST– JANUARY 21, 2023 
SCHEDULE: (subject to change) 

 

Pre Registration: 
When: DDTKD students January 2023 – Reg. forms will be sent to all 

students – all Reg forms must be in by Jan 19/2023 

Payment: Cash, e-transfer 

Or 

January 21/2023 at 8:00am  

Where: Wm E Hay Composite High School  

5411 50 Ave, Stettler, AB 

Or 

Email registration Form with fees – prior to Jan 19/2023 

 

Fee:  
Color Belt Competitors   

Enter two events $40.00(forms & sparring), three + events $45.00 

 

Non-officiating Black Belts: Enter two events $40.00(forms & sparring),. 

Black Belt Officiating Competitors:  

Fees will be waived for officiating. 

 

SCHEDULE: (subject to change)  
8:00 AM - REGISTRATION  

9:10 AM – BLACK BELT MEETING  

9:20 AM - OPENING CEREMONIES, INTRODUCTIONS 

        – FORMS: BLACK BELT (1st DAN AND UP) 

 

**CHILDREN and JUNIOR – FORMS – AGES 4 to 9y(up to junior green belt) 
 

**BLACK BELT (1ST Dan and UP) 

-STOP POINT SPARRING-2 ROUNDS-2 MINUTES – DOUBLE ELIMINATION 

 

**CHILDREN and JUNIOR -SPARRING – AGES 4 to 9y(up to junior green 

belt) 

 

POWER HOUR – PM  

 
**FORMS: BLACK BELT FINALS 

 

**BLACK BELT (1ST Dan and UP) 

-STOP POINT SPARRING 

 
**BLUE BELTS AND UP 

     - RANDOM DRAW TEAM SPARRING (5/TEAM) 

 

1/2 LUNCH  (when previous competitions are completed) 
 



 

 

**YOUTH & ADULT – FORMS & SPARRING - COLOR BELTS 
 

- FORMS:     

 

-  YOUTH & ADULT 

- SPARRING:  YOUTH & ADULT  

- SPARRING BLUE BELT & UP- 2 ROUNDS-2 MINUTES-SINGLE ELIMINATION 

  

NOTE: Schedule is subject to change. Divisions will be announced in the above 

order, but the exact times are subject to change without notice. Once a division 

or has started, competitors not present will not be allowed to compete. Tournament 

fees are non - refundable.  

   

ELIGIBILITY  
a) Each competitor must be a student or instructor of an established Unified TaeKwon -Do International club, school or 
organization, or a full member in good standing of an "invited" club, school or organization.  

b) Each competitor must complete a "tournament registration form" which includes a waiver, releasing Unified TaeKwon -
Do International and Dual Dragons TaeKwon -Do Schools Inc. from any liability. This form must be signed, also, by the 
parent or legal guardian of any competitor under the legal age of eighteen years.  

c) Each competitor must pay his /her registration fee and be fully registered by the registration deadline.  

d) A competitor may only compete if they are eligible in terms of gender, age and Martial Art rank/experience. The 
tournament director and /or the officials committee reserve the right to place any competitor in an alternate division at 
their discretion with gender, age, size and rank being the determining factors.  

e) Each competitor must be in good physical condition and mental health and be able to withstand the controlled contact 
and vigorous pace of tournament competition.  

f) Each competitor must practice good sportsmanship throughout the tournament.  

g) Failure to comply with any of these regulations /guidelines will result in expulsion from the tournament.  
 
EQUIPMENT  
a) Each competitor will wear a clean, strong uniform and appropriate belt signifying their rank level.  

b) Every UTI competitor will wear the "Unified TaeKwon -Do International" crest. In addition, each UTI competitor may 
wear a club or school crest in addition to the U.T.I. crest or in place of the U.T.I. crest when they are a member of an 
"invited" club, school or organization. Questionable attire will be subject to the Tournament Director's and /or the 
Officials Committee's discretion. (no t- shirts please )  

c) SPARRING EQUIPMENT:  

- Mandatory: each competitor is responsible for supplying their own sparring gear  
i. hand pads of a soft material covering the fingers, knuckles, ridge -hand and knife-hand  

ii. foot pads of a soft material covering the toes, instep, sides of foot and back of the heel  
- Optional:  
i. mouth guard, groin guard, shin guard and /or forearm guard made from a soft material, head guard  
- Not Allowed:  
i. hand - wraps, wire frame or loose glasses, any protective pads made from a hard material shoes, sneakers, slippers, 
rings, bracelets, necklaces, earrings or other jewellery  
d) Failure to comply with any of these regulations /guidelines will result in expulsion from the tournament. 
 
PERSONAL CONDUCT/DRESS CODE  
COMPETITORS:  
a. Each competitor shall practice good sportsmanship throughout the tournament, both in and out of uniform.  

b. Competitors should not talk unnecessarily to the officials at any time during competition.  

c. Each competitor shall wear a uniform acceptable to both U.T. I. and his /her club, school or organization.  

d. Awards will be presented at the completion of each competition/division throughout the day.  

e. Awards will not be presented to competitors who are not in uniform.  

f. Any negative coaching or cheering, or negativity exhibited by the competitor will result in that competitor being 
disqualified from that event, or all events, and may result in expulsion from the tournament facility.  
 
OFFICIALS & BLACK - BELTS:  



 

 

** Black Belt Head Officials – U.T.I BLACK BELT ONLY** 

a. Black -Belt Officials (judges and referees) will wear either their official U.T.I. uniform (or school uniform for invited 
guests) with or without clean white runners, or, dark pants with a light shirt and dark tie.  
b. "Red" Officials (non TaeKwon -do experts, i.e.: timers & score - keepers) will officiate in formal or semi- formal attire 
(wearing a " officials shirt” when available) and will have their admission fee waived.  
NOTE: The Tournament Director and /or the U.T.I. President reserve the right to expel any competitor and/or spectator 
for conduct he /she feels is detrimental to other competitors and /or the success of the tournament.  
 
COMPETITION RULES AND REGULATIONS:  
FORMS COMPETITION:  
During this event, two participants compete against each other, at the same time in the same ring to determine who 

performs the superior form. Both competitors begin their form at the same time, although they may not be performing 

the same form, then, at the completion of both performances, a panel of three, five or seven judges will choose the 

winner by a show of hands. If a Color -Belt competitor stops during their performance, they may start again immediately. 

The judges will consider this "one" mistake and make their choice accordingly. Color -Belt competitors may repeat the 

same form more than once throughout the event. If a Black -Belt competitor does not complete his /her form, the "win" is 

automatically given to their opponent. In the event neither Black -Belt competitor completes his /her form, both will be 

disqualified from the event creating a "bye" for the next competitor in line. 1st Dan Black –Belts must perform two 

different forms (three for 2nd Dan, four for 3rd Dan), before repeating any one over again. This means that if they enter 

the ring a fourth time, they may choose to repeat one of the forms they have already performed. This event is a modified 

double elimination, meaning, while every competitor is guaranteed a minimum of two matches, they do not necessarily 

have to lose twice to be eliminated from the event. 

SPARRING COMPETITION:  
This event also utilizes the modified double elimination procedure. A Black -Belt Referee and two Black -Belt Corner 
Judges control the ring. Points are awarded, quickly, to the competitor who scores a clean, unobstructed technique on a 
legal target. Contact is not allowed in the children, junior, youth, yellow -belt and green -belt divisions. Points are given 
when the hand or foot, using a proper, controlled technique, is brought within two inches of a legal target. Intentional 
contact will result in a warning being given, the loss of a point, the loss of the match or disqualification from the event. In 
the adult(14 years and up) blue -belt, red -belt and black -belt divisions, light contact is allowed but is not necessary to 
score a point. Excessive contact will result in a warning being given, the loss of a point, the loss of the match or 
disqualification from the event. UTI utilizes the 3 -2 -1 Point System and points are awarded as follows:  
*1 –point:   punch to body (front of body, above belt, below neck) punch to head (entire head, above neck) "neck" is not a 
target kick to body (front of body, above belt, below neck)  
*2- points:   jumping punch to head (strike must occur before landing) jumping kick to body (strike must occur before 
landing) kick to head (in front, above or beside head)  
* 3- points:   jumping kick to head (strike must occur before landing)  
 
Automatic Disqualification will result, at the officials and /or tournament director's discretion when any of the 
following occur: malicious attack, foul language, arguing with official, negative coaching or cheering from spectators on 
behalf of a competitor  
 
BLUE BELT & UP – Multiple rounds, single or double elimination format. 
 
RANDOM DRAW TEAM SPARRING:  
Teams will be randomly drawn with the best attempt made to evenly distribute colour belts among the Black Belt 
competitors. Team Sparring utilizes the above sparring rules. Teams consist of five members who have reached the rank 
level of Blue -Belt or higher and who are a minimum of 14 years old. After the toss of a coin, one team (A) will send a team 
member into the ring. The opposing team (B) then selects a team member to complete against him /her. At the 
completion of a short round, (between 45 and 60 seconds) team (B) sends a member in to the ring and team (A) chooses 
his /her opponent from their team. This process continues until all five competitors have fought. The team with the 
highest "total" points wins. The winning team continues in the event (single elimination) and the losing team is out.  
 
 
 



 

 

Mandatory Head, Foot, Mouth and Groin Protection.  
a) Head referee has complete control of the ring. There will be no arbitration. If an official is affiliated with a competitor 
and potential influence or prejudiced by that affiliation, he shall be required to remove themselves for the duration of the 
match. Generally, officials shall not be replaced.  

b)Based on the competitor clearly  scoring the most strikes at target areas during each round. The match is won by the 
competitor who scores the most points.  

c) Match length will be (2) 2-minute rounds with a 30-second rest in-between rounds.  

d) Any attempt to stall between rounds will result in disqualification of player.  

e) Any player disqualified is not eligible for the next round.  

f) All gear must be foamed dipped.  

g) Moderate contact to the body.  

h) Light touch to the Head 

i) No takedowns.  

j) No ground fighting.  

k) No groin contact.  

l) No blind technique  
m) Absolutely no uppercuts, knee strikes, or elbows strikes will be allowed.  

n) No techniques against the joints.  

o) No contact to the back or spinal area.  

p) No Limit of consecutive punches can be thrown without a break of contact or a kick being thrown.  

q) Player may throw as many kicks as they like. But must throw a minimum of 4 kicks per round  

r) Disqualification. The decision rest solely on the head referee’s discretion. Malicious conduct will not be tolerated  
 
FOULS  
Fouls:  
a) Any technique executed blindly.  

b) Any technique executed in a wild and unsafe manner.  

c) Open hand techniques toward the face  

d) Striking the spine, throat, back of neck, and head below the tops of the ears, or kicking to the leg  

e) Excessive body contact with the intent to do harmful injury.  

f) Attacking the back.  

g) Talking in the ring. 

h) Running out of bounds whenever a competitor steps out of bounds, the center referee will wait 3 seconds or until both 
competitors are out of bounds, whichever comes first before stopping the clock and returning the fighters to a neutral 
position. The offensive competitor may score a point as long as both feet remain in the ring while punching or if one foot 
is in bounds while kicking.  

 
The defensive competitor may not score a point if any part of his foot is on the boundary lines nor will be permitted to 
move back into the ring and score without both fighters first being brought to a neutral position by the center referee. The 
inbound fighter shall be given every opportunity to score under the guidelines as long as a competitor’s safety is not in 
question.  
i) Stalling.  

j) Un sportsman like conduct.  

k) Outside interference.  

l) Negative Coaching  

m) Turning your back to avoid fighting, or call your own point  

n) Kicking to the leg(s)  
 
PENALTIES FOR FOULS  
Penalty points shall be awarded for each infraction (foul) beyond the second warning of a foul. Any third infraction 
constitutes a point being taken away from the competitor’s total score for that round. A contestant can lose on a penalty 
point. Fouls shall continue even into overtime.  
 
SELECTION OF DIVISIONS  



 

 

Categories and/or divisions are subject to change at the discretion of the Tournament Director and/or the Officials 
Committee. Generally, competitors close in age and/or rank, depending on the event, are brought together, and then 
divided according to size and/or rank depending on the competition. In FORMS, for example, rank and experience are 
greater determining factors than age and gender. In SPARRING on the other hand, size, age and gender are weighted 
more heavily when dividing the group into weight, size or class divisions. The following is the pattern U.T.I. tries to follow, 
but we reserve the right to add, delete, divide or combine divisions and/or categories depending upon the pace of the 
tournament and the number of competitors.  

* 5-6-7 year olds beginner (JY to JR) & intermediate (J8 & higher)  

* 8-9 year olds beginner (JY to JR) intermediate (J8 to J5 or 7thGup) advanced (J4 or 6thGup & higher)  

* 10-11 year olds beginner (JY to 7thGup) intermediate (6thGup to 5thGup) advanced (4thGup & higher)  

*12-13 year olds beginner (JY to 7thGup) intermediate (6thGup to 5thGup) advanced (4thGup & higher)  

* 14-15 year olds yellow-belt 8th-7th Gup, green-belt 6th-5th Gup, blue-belt 4th-3rd Gup, red-belt 2nd-1st Gup  

14-15 year olds 1st Dan Black-Belt  

* 16-17 year olds yellow-belt 8th-7th Gup, green-belt 6th-5th Gup, blue-belt 4th-3rd Gup, red-belt 2nd-1st Gup  

* 16-17 year olds 1st Dan Black-Belt, 2nd Dan Black-Belt  

*18 years & up yellow-belt 8th-7th Gup, green-belt 6th-5th Gup, blue-belt 4th-3rd Gup, red-belt 2nd-1st Gup  

* 18 years & up 1st Dan black-Belt, 2nd Dan Black-Belt, 3rd Dan Black-Belt, 4th Dan, 5th Dan  

* 30-39 years + 40 years and older OR 35 years and older  
 

We also reserve the right to change to a “single elimination” procedure, if necessary, depending on the pace of the 
tournament and number of competitors.  
AWARDS  
* Awards for “FORM” competition: 1st Place, 2nd Place, 3rd Place  

* Awards for “SPARRING” competition: 1st Place, 2nd Place, 3rd Place  

* Award for “TEAM SPARRING” division: 1st Place  

** Team Events: Awards may or may not be presented to more than half the number of teams competing. For example, 
awards may or may not be presented for third place where there are only three teams competing, and in the event only 
two teams have entered a division, second place awards may or may not be presented.  
 

 


